L-edge X-ray absorption spectroscopy of some Ni enzymes: probe of Ni electronic structure
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Abstract

L-edge X-ray absorption spectroscopy has been used to study the electronic structure of Ni in the Ni–Fe hydrogenases and CO-dehydrogenases under a variety of conditions. The L-edge spectra are interpreted by comparison with the spectra of Ni model complexes and by ligand field multiplet simulations to examine the Ni oxidation and electronic spin states. The spectra for Ni in oxidized \textit{Desulfovibrio gigas} and \textit{Pyrococcus furiosus} enzymes are consistent with a covalent Ni species. All of the reduced hydrogenases in this study exhibit a high spin Ni\textsuperscript{II} spectrum, and no Ni has been observed. In contrast to Ni hydrogenases, the native \textit{Clostridium thermoaceticum} CO-dehydrogenase has a low spin Ni\textsuperscript{II} and exhibits a clearly different spectral multiplet. Spectroscopy of Ni enzymes using a 15-eV resolution STJ detector and using the new ALS beamline 4.0.2 with a 0.2 eV energy resolution show great promises for future biological L-edge spectroscopy. © 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The variety of nickel oxidation states (from −1 to +4) and local geometry (octahedral, tetrahedral, trigonal bi-pyramidal and square planar, etc.) makes Ni complexes important in coordination chemistry. In biology, Ni is an essential trace element in a large variety of enzymes, such as Ni–Fe hydrogenase, CO-dehydrogenase, urease and methyl-coenzyme–M reductase [1]. Ni–Fe hydrogenases [2,3] have an unusual Ni–Fe center, which is catalytically active, and two/three of Fe–S clusters for electron transfer (see Fig. 1, top inset). The as-isolated \textit{Desulfovibrio gigas} hydrogenase exhibits two EPR active (S=1/2) states: Ni–A and a small amount of Ni–B. Activation with hydrogen puts the Ni in a manifold of three active species: the EPR silent Ni–SI, EPR detectable Ni–C and another EPR silent Ni–R [4]. The oxidation states of Ni in these states have been the subject of numerous proposals, including Ni\textsuperscript{II}–Ni\textsuperscript{II}–Ni\textsuperscript{II}–Ni\textsuperscript{II} [5], Ni\textsuperscript{II}–Ni\textsuperscript{II}–Ni\textsuperscript{II}–Ni\textsuperscript{II} [6], Ni\textsuperscript{II}–Ni\textsuperscript{II}–Ni\textsuperscript{II}–Ni\textsuperscript{II} [7], and ligand based redox reactions [8]. CO incubation following the \textsubscript{H2} activation leads to a CO-inhibited and non-active state, which we call Ni–CO. Chemical (e.g. dithionite) reduction puts Ni–A/B in a reduced but 'un-
properties. The L-edge X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) is one of the best tools for studying electronic structure of the first row (3d) transition metals [9]. First, XAS is element-specific in comparison with conventional methods, such as EPR, FTIR or UV-visible spectroscopy. Second, L-edges have several advantages over K-edges, for example a 3–5 times better energy resolution, a dipole-allowed transition (2p→3d), and a calculable spectral multiplet [9,10], which is often diagnostic of the ligand binding orbitals. In this paper, the L-edge absorption spectroscopy for Ni–Fe hydrogenases has been studied to illustrate its excellent ability in resolving the Ni enzyme’s oxidation states and spin states. We also report a high resolution fluorescence spectrum of as-isolated \( D. \text{gigas} \) hydrogenase using a 15-eV resolution superconducting tunneling junction detector and a preliminary spectrum for Ni azurin collected by using the new ALS beamline 4.0.2. These results show great promise for future biological L-edge spectroscopy.

2. Experimental section

2.1. XAS Measurement and analysis

Although L-edge absorption spectroscopy is well-known in solid state and surface science, its biological application has been hindered by some technical difficulties associated with biological samples in UHV chamber and their dilute metal concentration [11]. Progress has been made over the past decade in this area [11,12] and including procedures to make partially dehydrated samples with biological activities, and to extract the weak metal fluorescence signal using a Ge detector. The experimental setup for this study was the same as previously reported [12]. The measurement was done inside a UHV chamber \((5\times10^{-3} \text{ Torr})\) under windowless operation. L-edge spectra of model compounds were recorded by total electron yield with a channeltron and Ni enzymes were measured by X-ray fluorescence with a 13-element or a 30-element Ge detector. One integration region was defined around the Ni L fluorescence signal \((F)\) while the second window was set around the O K fluorescence, used as a measure of the incident intensity \((I_0)\).
incident beam intensity was also independently monitored by the photocurrent measurement from a gold-coated grid in front of the samples. The raw spectrum \((F/I_o)\) was then collected as a function of excitation energy. Each model spectrum is the sum of three 15-min scans while each protein spectrum represents the sum of approximately 40 20-min scans. The spectra were calibrated hourly with NiF\(_2\), using its absorption maximum at 852.7 eV [13]. To minimize radiation damage, the position of the X-ray beam on the sample was moved every few scans. No change was observed in the spectra over time. The experiments were performed at Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory (SSRL) beamline 8-2 [14] and at Advanced Light Source (ALS) beamline 9.3.2 [15] and 4.0.2. Their energy resolutions are 1.0 eV, 0.4 eV and 0.2 eV respectively. The L-edge data were analyzed as reported [9,11]. A correlation diagram of \(L_i\) absorption centroid versus branching ratio was developed to separate nickel with different electronic structures. The branching ratio is defined as \(L_2/(L_2+L_1)\), where \(L_i\) (\(i=2,3\)) is the integrated intensity for the observed \(L_i\) peak. Theoretical simulations of L-edge spectra were calculated for Ni\(^{1+}\), Ni\(^{2+}\), and Ni\(^{3+}\) using published methods [9,10]. The ab initio Hartree–Fock values of the Slater integrals and spin–orbit couplings (\(\xi_{3p}\) and \(\xi_{1s}\)) were used as tabulated. Charge transfer effects were taken into account by a reduction of the Slater integrals in the calculation. Ligand field parameters \(10D_q\), \(D_e\), and \(D_i\) were adjusted to yield a good match between calculated and experimental spectra.

2.2. Sample preparation and transfer

The sample preparation procedure is as reported before [16,17]. Partially dehydrated films for L-edge experiments were prepared by syringing a drop (\(\sim 10-20 \mu l\)) of protein solution onto a silicon wafer or a sapphire square and allowing it to dry under the appropriate atmosphere (N\(_2\), H\(_2\), or CO). The enzyme samples prepared in this study were: (1) as-isolated, H\(_2\) reduced, dithionite reduced and H\(_2\) reduced followed by CO incubation (referred as CO treated) Desulfovibrio gigas hydrogenase; (2) oxidized and H\(_2\) reduced Paracoccus furiosus hydrogenase; and (3) as-isolated Clostridium thermoaceticum CO-dehydrogenase (Ct-CODH). The FTIR spectra were recorded to monitor the states of these samples [16]. The samples were transferred anaerobically using a loadlock onto the cold finger maintained with liquid helium flow (inside the UHV chamber). To alleviate the concerns that samples might undergo alternation when the ‘bare’ protein films are exposed to vacuum, additional protein spectra were recorded on ‘sealed’ or ‘capped’ samples. In the case of the ‘sealed’ samples, the samples were sealed behind a 5000 Å silicon nitride membrane before and throughout the X-ray measurement. In ‘capped’ samples, the sapphire plate with Ni enzyme film was mounted onto a gold plated copper support and sealed with a cap under N\(_2\), H\(_2\) or CO atmosphere. The cell was then transferred through a loadlock into the vacuum chamber and threaded onto a liquid helium cooled cold finger. After ~30 min, the cap was unthreaded and the X-ray experiments commenced. The spectra for ‘window-sealed’ and ‘capped’ samples were recorded at SSRL beamline 8–2 with 1.0–1.4 eV energy resolution.

3. Results and discussions

3.1. Hydrogenase overview – Ni\(^{III}\) vs. Ni\(^{II}\)

We begin by illustrating the general similarity of L-edges for reduced (H\(_2\) reduced, dithionite reduced and CO treated) D. gigas hydrogenase, as well as the clear differences observed between reduced and oxidized forms (Fig. 1). The as-isolated D. gigas hydrogenase spectrum (a, dashed line) has a broad \(L_3\) maximum near 853.5 eV and a relatively sharp \(L_2\) edge, while H\(_2\) reduced enzyme (a, solid line) has a primary \(L_3\) peak near 853.2 eV, along with a weaker and broader \(L_2\) edge. The \(L_3\) centroid shifts from 854.0 eV as in as-isolated form to 853.35 eV as in H\(_2\) reduced state. The dithionite reduced (b) and CO treated (c) spectra have \(L_3\) centroids at 853.6 eV and 853.5 eV and branching ratios at 0.76 and 0.75 respectively, similar with H\(_2\) reduced hydrogenase spectrum.

Soft X-ray L-edge spectroscopy is still a relatively novel technique for probing bioinorganic samples. For this reason, we illustrate some effects of oxidation states, spin states, and covalency, using the model complexes reported in our recent publications.
As shown in Fig. 2 left, the average $L_1$ absorption centroid shifts to higher energy position as Ni was oxidized from $\text{Ni}^{\text{II}}$ to $\text{Ni}^{\text{III}}$, $\text{Ni}^{\text{IV}}$ and $\text{Ni}^{\text{V}}$. Another important feature of $L$-edges is that the strong interactions between core hole and 3d orbitals give rise to the 'multiplet structure'. Of particular relevance to Ni enzymes (see Fig. 2, left): (1) $\text{Ni}^{\text{I}}$ spectra do not exhibit multiplet structure because the d-shell is full in the final state; (2) High-spin (hs) $\text{Ni}^{\text{III}}$ spectra and low-spin (ls) $\text{Ni}^{\text{II}}$ spectra have clearly different spectral multiplets, which will be addressed in details later; (3) ionic $\text{Ni}^{\text{III}}$ multiplet features occur on the low energy side of the $L_3$ peak, while covalent $\text{Ni}^{\text{III}}$ spectra have broad peaks without clear multiplet structure. Finally, Ni in KNiIO$_6$ represents the most oxidized Ni form that we have encountered and appears to be a true $\text{Ni}^{\text{IV}}$ [18].

Unlike ionic $\text{Ni}^{\text{III}}$ complexes (such as $\text{K}_2\text{Ni}^{\text{III}}\text{F}_4$), the multiplet structure for more covalent $\text{Ni}^{\text{III}}$ complexes, such as those with sulfur donor ligands, is unresolved and the $L_1$ absorption centroid moves $\sim 0.5$ eV lower to $\sim 854$ eV [16]. These complexes clearly have a significant amount of $\text{Ni}^{\text{III}}$-ligand hole character. With the combination of $L_3$ centroid and spectral feature, we simply note that the as-isolated $D. \text{gigas}$ hydrogenase $L$-edges (Fig. 1a, dashed line) strongly resemble spectra for $\text{Ni}^{\text{III}}$ model compounds with sulfur donors, such as $[\text{Ni}^{\text{III}}\text{pdtc}^-]$. On the other hand, the spectra for $H_2$ (Fig. 1b) reduced $D. \text{gigas}$ hydrogenase both show a resolved secondary peak on the high energy side of the $L_3$ maximum and a broad $L_2$ peak, resembling the ionic hs-$\text{Ni}^{\text{III}}$ complex-Ni doped MgO (Fig. 2e). These spectra are reproducible by ligand field simulation with a $D_{\text{ab}}$ Ni orbital symmetry (Fig. 2f). The CO treated $D. \text{gigas}$ hydrogenase (Fig. 1c) has a shoulder instead of a resolved peak on the higher energy side of the main $L_3$ peak and is similar with the spectra of more covalent high-spin $\text{Ni}^{\text{III}}$ complexes (e.g. $\text{Ni}^{\text{III}}(\text{DAPA})\text{Cl}_2$, Fig. 2g). However, caution must be exercised in determining whether these enzymes have an ionic or a covalent $\text{Ni}^{\text{III}}$ because, for instance, such a partially resolved hs-$\text{Ni}^{\text{III}}$ can be well simulated assuming a different ($D_{\text{ab}}$) Ni symmetry (Fig. 2h). Nevertheless, there is little doubt that the reduced nickel probed here are hs-$\text{Ni}^{\text{II}}$. No evidence of $\text{Ni}^{\text{I}}$ has been observed in any reduced hydrogenase spectra.

3.2. Correlation diagram and sum rule analysis

Since some $L$-edge spectra have no observable multiplet structure, other characteristics of the spectra must be exploited. The combination of $L_3$ centroid and branching ratio (Fig. 3) allows the segregation of Ni complexes into different regions: (1) The average centroids differ by nearly 1 eV per oxidation state – 852.55 eV for $\text{Ni}^{\text{I}}$ and 853.4/843.5 eV for hs-/ls-$\text{Ni}^{\text{II}}$ and 854.5 for $\text{Ni}^{\text{III}}$ on our calibration scale; (2) The branching ratio changes with spin state [19]. The low spin complexes have branching ratios ranging from 0.63 to 0.70, with an average of 0.67, while high spin complexes ranged from 0.71 to 0.77, with an average of 0.74; (3) The high spin $\text{Ni}^{\text{III}}$
ly range from 853.2 to 853.9 eV. Thus, the changes observed between the as-isolated (854.0 eV) and the reduced (853.35 eV) _D. gigas_ hydrogenase spectra are consistent with the reduction of a covalent Ni^{III} complex to a Ni^{II} species [21]. The reduced/oxidized _P. furiosus_ hydrogenase L-edge spectra (not shown), _L_ centroid and branching ratios (Fig. 3) resemble those for the corresponding _D. gigas_ hydrogenase, also consistent with a Ni^{III}→Ni^{II} reduction.

A final useful property of L-edge spectra, which results from the X-ray “sum rule” [18,22], is the normalized integrated intensity of the 2p→3d transitions. Since a^7 Ni^{III} has formally one and half times the number of d-vacancies as a^6 Ni^{II}, the _L_ and _L_2 integrated intensity should have the same ratio between Ni^{III} and Ni^{II} species. As shown in Fig. 3 (top inset) the integrated _L_ intensity for a series of Ni models did exhibit a nice linear correlation with oxidation state, after being normalized to the non-resonance edge jump [18]. Unfortunately Ni enzyme spectra do not have a clear continuum step required for spectral normalization [18], therefore other normalization standards must be used. For this purpose,
the element cerium (Ce) was chosen for its M absorption edge in the energy region comparable to Ni L-edge. Experimentally, we added the exactly same amount of redox insensitive cerium nitrate into both as-isolated and H2 reduced D. gigas hydrogenase.

The Ni L-edge spectra were normalized to the intensity of Ce M-edge at ~884 eV, as shown in Fig. 4. Ce M-edge absorption can also be used as an internal energy calibration standard once it is calibrated with NiF2. The Ni L-edge integrated intensities were calculated as 0.92 for as-isolated and 0.66 for H2 reduced samples, and normalized to the integrated Ce–M intensity (0.58). After normalization, the ratio of the Ni L2,3 integrated intensities for as-isolated and H2 reduced forms was derived as 1.39, consistent with a NiII-II reduction suggested by our L-edge multiplet and by most of the previous K-edge results [21]. However, this preliminary result only illustrates good feasibility for sum rule analysis, more careful study is necessary to draw any quantitative conclusions.

3.3. High spin vs. low spin NiII

As shown in Fig. 2, the hs-NiII and the ls-NiII complexes have distinctly different spectral features. The hs-NiII spectra have multiplet structure on the high energy side of the L3 maximum and broader or split L2-edges while ls-NiII spectra have little multiplet on the L1 peak and relatively sharper and strong L2-edges [23]. The L3 absorption maximum generally appears at higher energy for low spin than for high-spin complexes, presumably because the single remaining vacant orbital has been raised to a relatively higher energy by the ligand field. In the correlation diagram (Fig. 3), hs-NiII spectra have much higher branching ratios than ls-NiII spectra.

From the facts of secondary structures on the high energy side of the main L3 peak, broader L2-edges (Fig. 1) and high branching ratios (Fig. 3), all the reduced hydrogenase clearly have a high spin NiII center. Although our argument for high-spin NiII in the reduced hydrogenases is at odds with the previous low spin NiII assignment [2,21,24,25], an octahedral complex with two hydride ligands, or a trigonal pyramidal (five coordinate) complex with a single hydride [26,27] would be consistent with high-spin NiII. In this study, the reduced hydrogenases were all sealed with either a silicon nitride window or a cap during L-edge measurement so that the concern of sample alternation in vacuum is alleviated. A recent publication [16] contains a detailed discussion of every piece of evidence and the overall evaluation.

The differences between high spin and low spin NiII are clear for various Ni models, however, it is useful to see a comparison between different Ni enzymes. We thus have examined the L-edge spectrum for a more square planar and low spin NiII site [28,29] inside as-isolated C. thermoaceticium CO-dehydrogenase (Ct-CODH). Ct-CODH is another kind of Ni enzyme which catalyzes CO oxidation and acetyl-CoA synthesis [17,29]. As shown in Fig. 1(d), the five or six coordinated [21,27] Ni in hydrogenase (form R of D. gigas, solid line) has a high spin NiII spectrum. In contrast, the more square planar Ni site in Ct-CODH (dashed line) exhibits an L-edge feature of low spin NiII, including: (1). absence of spectral multiplet in both L1 and L2; (2). a higher L3 maximum (853.7 eV) than the high-spin D. gigas hydrogenase (853.4 eV); and (3). a clearly lower branching ratio (Fig. 3, filled square). From the comparison, there is little doubt that the reduced hydrogenases have a high spin NiII while the native Ct-CODH has a low spin NiII.

3.4. New research directions

One of the difficulties in biological L-edge X-ray spectroscopy is the dilute metal signal in biological samples combined with a huge background of oxygen fluorescence [12]. A Ge detector has a practical energy resolution of ~200 eV. Although Ni L-edge fluorescence (853 eV) is more than 300 eV higher than the O K fluorescence (525 eV), the huge difference in their amplitudes makes Ni barely resolvable from the huge O K fluorescence peak. This certainly limits the signal-to-noise ratio for our experiment. Superconducting tunnel junctions (STJs) can be used as high-resolution energy-dispersive X-ray detectors. STJ detectors are based on the measurement of an increased tunneling current from excess charge carriers that are excited above the
superconducting energy gap by the absorption of an X-ray photon. Nb-based STJ detectors have a theoretical energy resolution limit below 5 eV FWHM for X-ray energies up to 1 keV at count rates up to 10,000 counts/s. We recently used the newly developed Nb-Al-AlOx-Al-Nb X-ray detectors and recorded an L-edge X-ray fluorescence spectrum for as-isolated *D. gigas* hydrogenase (Fig. 5). In this particular experiment, the detector resolution is 15 eV FWHM at O K-edge (525 eV) [30]. Earlier experiments with smaller STJ detectors have shown an even higher resolution of 1.7–8.9 eV for photon energy between 50 and 1000 eV [31].

As seen in Fig. 5 [30], Ni L-edge fluorescence signal is clearly resolved from the huge O K fluorescence peak ($1.3 \times 10^6$ counts/s) and, therefore, the Ni-windowed absorption spectra should have much less noise if a STJ detector is used in the future. Fig. 5 (top inset) also illustrates the newest $3 \times 3$ STJ detector array which is being developed in collaboration with Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.

On the other hand, the development of undulator beamlines in the third-generation synchrotron radiation, such as the new ALS beamline 4.0.2, provides us with several orders of magnitude higher X-ray beam intensity. Besides the higher flux, on these beamlines it is easier to achieve energy resolution than traditional bend magnet beamlines, such as the SSRL 8–2. Fig. 6 (panel I–IV) illustrates an array of 3d metal complexes measured recently the new ALS beamline 4.0.2, with an energy resolution of 0.2 eV at ~850 eV. All these model compound spectra show well-resolved multiplet features, exhibiting the excellent capability of this beamline. Panel V on the right side is a preliminary Ni protein (Ni azurin) spectrum obtained in this beamline with one scan. Also in the right panel are the NiF$_2$ spectra measured at this beamline (b) and at SSRL beamline 8-2 (c).

---

**Fig. 5.** Ni L-edge Fluorescence spectrum of as-isolated *D. gigas* hydrogenase taken with a superconducting tunneling junction (STJ) detector [30]. The top inset is the photo of a new $3 \times 3$ STJ detector array.
hydrogenases, the native *C. thermoaceticum* CO-dehydrogenase shows a clear low spin Ni\(^{II}\) spectrum. Preliminary results using a 15-eV resolution STJ detector and using the new ALS beamline 4.0.2 with a 0.2 eV energy resolution show a great promise for future biological L-edge spectroscopy.
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**Fig. 6.** In the left panel: (I–IV) the L-edge spectra of 3d transition metal complexes recorded on new ALS beamline 4.0.2: (I) MnF\(_2\); (II) FeF\(_2\); (III) CoF\(_2\); (IV) CuCl. In the right panel (V): (a) preliminary spectrum of Ni azurin measured in beamline 4.0.2; (b) the NiF\(_2\) spectrum taken at ALS 4.0.2; and (c) the NiF\(_2\) spectrum recorded at SSRL beamline 8-2.

**4. Summary**

In this paper, L-edge spectra for Ni–Fe hydrogenases and CO-dehydrogenase have been studied. The L-edge spectra are interpreted by comparison both with model compound spectra and with the theoretical ligand field simulations. The clear spectral differences between the different enzymatic nickel ions illustrate the ability of the L-edge absorption spectroscopy to resolve oxidation and electronic spin states. The feasibility of sum rule analysis on dilute Ni enzyme samples has also been tested. Our L-edge results show that oxidized *D. gigas* and *P. furiosus* hydrogenases are consistent with a covalent Ni\(^{III}\) species while all of the reduced enzyme samples in this study show a high spin Ni\(^{II}\) multiplet. No Ni\(^{I}\) has been observed in Ni–Fe hydrogenases. This conclusion is consistent with the previous K-edge report, which shows at most one electron reduction from Ni–A to Ni–R [21]. In contrast to the high spin hydrogenases, the native *C. thermoaceticum* CO-dehydrogenase shows a clear low spin Ni\(^{II}\) spectrum. Preliminary results using a 15-eV resolution STJ detector and using the new ALS beamline 4.0.2 with a 0.2 eV energy resolution show a great promise for future biological L-edge spectroscopy.
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